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According to this i nve ntion , a nuclear chain reaction can be 

maintained in a. system which contains a heavy element that undergoes fission 

under the action of slow neutrons, (such as, for instance, natural uranium) 

\ and a light element of a class defined further below, ~hich slows down the -.....1 

fast neutrons emitted during the process of fission by the said heavy e-lement. 
r 1 

• · 1!!--~'-l .p., ., //'"" - "' 
~ Natural uranium is an example for a. hea~' element that undergoes 

/ 

fission with neutrons that have bee n slowed down to thermal energies. Fission 

induced by slow neutrons in natural uranium is attributed to the rare isotope 

U235, contained i n natural uranium. Fast neutrons, such as are emitted in the 

fission of U235, cause fission also in the abundant isotope, U238, which is 

cont ained i n natural uranium. 

Carbon, particularly in its pure form of low ash graphite, is an 

example for a light element that can be used for slowing down the neutrons 

in a potentially chain reacting system. Let us consider an infinitely extended 
IV/-. ~·~ 

system ;k- a ~(Composition and structure. On the average of the neutrons 
c<,..r 

emitted in a .fission process, a fraction q i~ absprbed withi~ the system as~ slow ~ 
I ;..-(v- r" ~ r r · ~ 1 . /~ "' , u o ::.J-. _/ 

neutron~ iJr &l:>r0k a --ill:S.~~~ ft-izs±on, and on the average ;z fast 
~ ~1- / l'' . . 

neutrons are emitted for every fieeie~ ~Pee~~~y slow neutron;. The /! 
system is potentially chain reacting if the p roduct f? is larger than 1. 

In order to have an actually chain reactlng mass, we must build a 

sufficiently extended system. If the system is not surrounded with much material 

which efficiently reflects neutrons, the neutrons can esce_pe from the surface of 

the chain reacting mass, and in that case, the critical radius J for which a 

spherically shaped mass becomes chain reacting, is given by the formula. 
I 
~ 
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2 In this formula, r , is the average square of the distance to which a fast 

neutron e~itted in a fission process diffuses within the system until it gets 

slowed down and c..ausee fission ~-""'' r f 

For a system the composition~ i ch will be described below, and 

which contains a lattice of aggregates of uranium embedded in graphite of a 
3 ft t I 

density of about 1.6 bm/cm, a sphere containing about 500 tons of/graphite 

is sufficiently large to maintain a chain reaction.If in place of a spherical 

shape, a cylindrical shape is used, and if the diameter of the cylinder is 

about equal to its hei ght, the critic al mass is about 10% higher. 

For any given shape the critical mass is defined as the mass e.t which 

under the given condition, the intensity of the chain reaction just remains 

stationery. If the critical mass is exceeded, the intensity of the chain reaction 

\ (which manifests itself in the intensity of the neutron r gamma radiatio~emitted 

from the chain reacting pile), increases exponentially with time. If the mass is 

lower than the critical mass, but close to it, and if we have a source of neutrons 

(initial neutron radiation) within the mass, the number of neutrons produced in 
~" Q. r ,>· {-t.,e 

the chain reaction can be made larger than the ( neut~rons of he initial radiation 
~· · · r-t "~·· , r~ '/A.-'f <! ~t" 

;_,-..... as the mass approaches by a factor which increases · -;- t:9'\;bo the critical ')~ ~ .. 
I'/ mass. In order to maintain e. chain reaction, it is not necessary, however, to {,f 

make use of an artificial source of neutrons, since initial neutrons are always 

present; they are for instance emitted in the spontaneous fission of ur~~um 
_.---~ /' -'" r" 1.--t~ v ' '""" //. "'~ 1"-•1 contained in the chain reacting mass / . 4 r r .~ 

' I I 

The critic~l mass cw be varied by introducing a slow neutron abs~rberk, 
/ltlr\ r r~ R.f. Ill ~ f - • , ( r 

such e.s cadmium or a cobalt iron/alloy, into the interior of the mass, or by with-

drawing the absorbers therefrom, by which means the critical mass is increased or 
~ 

decreased, respectively. This can be used for controlling 1 chain reaction, foJ~·~--

instance, by moving the slow neutron absorber in and out in such a manner as to ~ 
.,.(J,/IJ.-1.-1 

1 part of the time below, and part of the time above, the critical conditions. 
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In order to determine empirically the critical mass such slow neutron 
...... .· ~--< 

absorbers may be built into the syste~ while the system is being builb ttp, and 

after a sufficiently large mass is assembled, these absorbers may be one after 

the oth er withdrawn. While these absorbers are being withdrawn, th rad~atio!J 
~ /I "'- ' '"' 

emanating fr om the mass may be observed, and posi tiou it:!o tea_ :aa~ which the + \ ,..4~--v-y. V ,... A 

neutron intensity begins to rise exponentially with time, which signifies that 

cri ticaJ:t ,condition has been reach_ ed. 
({!)j_ .1. 1 f., J.-f,.< ~ ~ k<: _ft(' 

V CA_fraction P/1. which is close 

the /' 
I 

I 

to 1 is emitted instantaneously 

and only a small fraction /-?j>( is emitted with a time delay of a few seconds. 

Though this delayed neutron emission is small, it has an important effect on the 

rate at ~ich the neutron intensity rises exponentially with time if the mass of 
~ ... 4y. ~J 

the chain reacting unit ~lig,lt'6:t,r exceeds the critical masy. · In order to discuss 

this we may introduce the concept of the "critical mass for instantaneous neutron 

emission" which corresponds to the value of ~~ while the critical mass for the 

e. 
total neutron em iss ion corre.sponds to 1_ Th• critical mass for instantaneous 

neutron emission is larger than the critical mass. We can avoid a rapid exponential 

rise of the chain reaction intensity by keeping conditions so that while we may 
~ r} i--1~ .. _ __/ 

exceed the critical mass, ~should remain in the interval between the critical 
~~~l·J-t . 

mass and the critical mass for instantaneous ~iseion. Preferably in order fully 
~ ,.., ..... ~ / 

to profit from the effect of the delayed neutron emission,~should remain within 

the interval between the two critical masses~se ~o the critical mass for the 

total neutron emission. 

I 

rW(' ) 
/ 

As will be stated further below, a chain reaction can be maintained 

by means of ordinary uranium in a system in which carbon in the pure form of 

a low ash graphite is u~ed for slowing down the neutrons. Carbon has an absorption 
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cross section for t hermal neutron of about ~ ,. 

If impurities are present, the ab sor ption cross section of the slowing agent 

per carbon atom is larger and we may allow it to rise perhaps as high as about 

-26 2 
10 em before it becomes impo s sible to maintain a chain reaction in a 

system of othentise favorable composition and struc~~rbon and other 

t light elements can be characte rized from the point of view of their suitability · 

as slowing do;vn a~ents in a chain reaction by a dimensionless constant, 
( , 

1 
I/ fj 1 r r • ,. 

we may call ~-r characteristic number. This number, N, is defined by the 

following formula 

{ 

~ 
where m is the mass number of the element, ~c is the scattering cross section 

of the element for neutrons ~ich are above the thermal region and have energies 

between a few volts and a few hundred volts, and a; is the capture cross section 

of the element in the thermal region. For pure carbon, f. (c)/\) .s-~" /t-- .;; ~,-n:} the 

characteristic number N(C) is about N(C) rv 160. 
1). 

As we have stated before, ~ impure carbon for which the absorption 
~ .pl ~~ l 

cross sectioh 5, is Jbout ~wice that of pure carbon is just about ear-&ele ef ~ 

·~ •\~ 9aa lt:A>If-1 ~ Aw ,~r., ~ 
sustaining a chain reaction. gSuch impure carbon would have a characteristic 

number of N =! N(C) = 80. Accordingly we may definlt the class of slowing down 

agents which are capable of sustaining a chain reaction; by the re~uirement that 
I I ' 1'~-l -c - . i . • 

the characteristic number N ~be larger than 89. This class contains heavy 
~ ' ~--~-~~ 

hydrogen i~its form as deuterium oxide (D02). To compute the approximate value 

for the characteristic number of deuterium oxide we have to put m = 2; ~~ o~fD)t-/.;~. ~(c). 
(D) The criterion of the characteristic number being larger than 

80 can be appl~ed to all fast neutron scatterers bpt cannot, without further 
) 

e applie-d to 
1 

absorbers i.e., to elements which e with 

fast fission neutrons~ n-p or an n-~ reactio~ if in the potentially chain 

" ~' 
reacting system such fast neutrons absorbers a re arranged in s~ ch a manner as 

/, /, .I 

i I 
/ r 

\ 
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to be appreciably exposed to fast fission neutrons. ~±~t~i~s~fP~~~~---

£as eutrons can or cannot be used as sole slowing down agen~ in ~ 

he case. 

According to the present invention, favorable conditions 

for a chainn3action may exist in a system whi~h contains the fissionable 

element within an aggregate of matter which forms the element of a 

lattice and a lattice of such aggregates is contained in a mass of a 

suitable, light element which acts as a slovdng agent. 

The aggregate which forms the lattice element can be a 
~~ 

single body containing or can be something like 

a cluster of a number of separate bodies, each of which contains 1,f-~ 

~ This lat ter case is illustrated by an example 

shown in Fig. /· In this figure, we see the lattice element in the 
( ~(-

form of a spherically shaped aggregate of ~ uranium metal rods of 

different lengths. 

The simplest example for a potential chain reacting system 

is probably one in Which the aggregate that forms the lattice element is 

a single body having the shape of a sphere and being composed of uranium 

metal. Such uranium metal spheres may then be embedded in graphite in 

such a manner as to form one of the three existing close-packed lattices. 

Such a system is potentially chain reacting provided the radius of the 

uranium metal sphere is between a lower and upper limit which is 

determined by its density and the ratio of the v~ight of carbon to 

uranium within the lattice is kept betwee~ :cert~~ ;ower~~ upper 

limits which are determined by the radius of the uranium sphere which 

forms the lattice element. 

' .I' J 



It is not necessary to use uranium in the form of uranium 

metal, but u3o8 or uranium dioxide or uranium carbide can be used in 

place of uranium metal. Some other uranium compounds might JS:l;~ .. be 

operative. 

The aggregate composed of uranium or uranium compounds need 

cylinder of about equal diameter and height, !){. can have the shape of 
( ~ ; e I 

a short square rod of about equal sides. All these and similar shapes 

which shall be designated as spheroids are operative, but some other 

shapes which deviate considerably from the spherical shape are also 

operative under otherwise favorable conditions. 
}.A 

Lattices in which the aggregate either consists of one 
' ' J ~· .,, •'t-eur ~ 

uranium-containing body or~ composed of several uranium-containine 
• L t {-T-u:> ~, f f r"! "/-· 

bodies an~~ the shape of a long cylindrical rod are also operative. 

Such cylindrical rods can be arranged into a lattice which, for instance, 

may have trigonal or tetragonal symmetry, but some other lattices which 

have no such symmetry .are also operative. 

A recipe ~~ll be given further belovr for an operative close-

packed lattice of uranium metal spheres from which recipe an operative 

combination for the radius of the sphere and the spacing of such 

spheres in the lattice can be determined. 

Apart from N, the characteristic number of the slo~Qng agent, 

another property of the slowing agent has a bearing on the question 

whether the slowing agent is suitable for a system in which a lattice 

of uranium-containing aggregates is used. For a slowing agent, it is 

of advantage in this connection that the range, A, of the thermal neutrons 
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should be large in comparison with range, B, of the low energy resonance 

neutrons. 

A, the range of the thermal neutrons is defined by the value 

A• ~ 
30"Z 

where A is the mean free pass of thermal neutrons in the slowing agent, 

and ~ and ~ are the scattering cross-section of the capture cross-
~/\- .; 

section for thermal neutrons of th& l~ght ~l~t which acts as the 

slowing agent. 

B, the range of the low energy resonance neutrons is defined 

by 
B • ..L 

3 

where A* is the mean free pass for scattering of neutrons having the 

energy between few volts and a fevr hundred volts in the slowing agent, 

and k is defined as follows: 

;:) ln 1/10 
k - -----------~------~ 

ln(l - --~-1!,1 __ ) 
(1 + m)2 /1• t· 

Accordingly, the requirements ~the range A should be large 

compared to the range B amounts to 

{ A/B• A 
r~ >7 I -· A 

•t• /.. -{-~--J2 or v.rr l. mg --;..• m +1 

A/B• (--~-- )2 ~~ I m + 1 k 

This condition is fulfilled for graphite, heavy water, and 

beryllium, £ul£il~ • 
r / 

ef CJ '\ 
(., l ) 

/ 
,• ~ l , 

(_ 
I 

A 
c_ 

t"-'..,_.. ... {' )' t.l " ' ft II I I" 

,,?' ~ 't( '( 

/ , 
< ("~ ~ 

/.l /c ~~~ l' c1 /~ 
• 



--~~----,~----------------------------------------------------------~r-- ....... 
If, in stead of an element like carbon, a compound of a light 

element and a much h~avier element is used as slowing agent, the value 

given for k has to be multiplied by the fraction of the scattering 

cross section of the molecule of the compound which is due to t.he light 

element. 

For D-2, for inatance, one has to multiply k by approximately 



I 

is a 

-e .. 

For instance, for carbon we have about 

k ""'15 

c:Jx r01000 

/ 
( 

Jr. )2 .... ~---eool!r • 
m + 1 /. /8 

A/Br-/7 
I 

,._.~~~~~ ratio 

Introduction to Gfaphite Lattice 

For the purposes of this invention, graphite with a low ash 

cont ent, less than 0.1% ash and preferably less than .06% ash should be 

used. It is not only important to keep the ash content low, it is also 

important to keep the boron cont ent of the ash low. 

petroleum coke is used for making the graphite and 

~--
is ~ed for making the graphite and if petroleum coke 

I 

(I~J"TJ 
If ~itable quality 
~ 

if petr-oleum coke 

is also used as ~ 

resistor material in the graphitizing process and if the charge in the 

graphitizing furnace is so located as to reach a very high temperature, 

one ~produce a quality of graphit e which is satisfactory. 

The uranium compound or uranium metal which is used should also be of 

high purity. 
t t • 4 r processes but 

It may be obtained from carnotites or pitchblende by the usual 
112_.. 

in addition to these eher&:ea.a: processes, ffurther chemical process 

of purification should be added, particularly if the uranium is produced from 

a pitchblende which is comparatively rich in rare earths. This additional 
' 

process of pur ification must be so designed as to remove the rare earths 

from the uranium compound. Tnis may be done by one of several methods, 
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for instance: by recrystallizations of uranyl nitrate or by extracting 

uranyl nitrate with ether or by precipitating the rare earths as fluorides-

etc. The uranium can be used in the form of U30a- in the form of the 

dioxide, in ~he form of one of its several carbides and in the form of 

metal. other uranium compoundsmight perhaps be also suitable. Uranium 

metal can be produced from uranium chloride by reduction with calcium 

and a pure product can be obtained by this method if distilled calcium 

is us_ed,:f-eP ~e-proo&&h In a similar manner, pure uranium can be pro-

duced by using pure uranium tetrafluoride with chemically pure magnesiun1. ~ 

~is latter process ,. p~~ie-tu-tne o er inasmueh a pu~magn~~ium 

is readily available. I~ r 
I 1 
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FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Of the thermal neutrons which are absorbed in the uranium contained 

in the lattice-element a fraction will cause fission and will give rise to the 

emission of fast fission neutrons. Some of these fast fission neutrons will 

cause fission (in the same lattice element from which they originate) before 

they are slowed down by collisions with uranium or carbon below the fission 

threshhold of the abundant isotope U238. In this manner, for every thermal 

neutron absorbed a certain number
1 
!( 

1 
of fast neutrons are generated which are 

slowed down· partly by inelastic collisions in uraniQ~, but mostly by elastic 

collisions in carbon and a fraction (1 - r) of these eventually reaches thermal 

energies. Another fraction p is absorbed at resonance by uraniv~ before ~~~ch-
I 

ing thermal energies. 

The neutrons which are absorbed at resonance by uranium are removed 

from the chain reaction without leading to fission and the generation of neutrons. 

Some of ~hese neutrons are absorbed at comparatively high energies, between a 

few hundred volts and some 10,000 volts, while others are absorbed at compara-

/ tively low energies, between a few volts and a few hundred volts. The lattice 

elements are modera~ely transparent for the high energy resonance neutrons 

but are practically black for at least part of the low energy resonance neutrons, 

i.e., a certain fraction of the resonance neutrons is absorbed in a thin surface 

layer of the lattice element whereas another fraction penetrates. Accordingly, 

the resonance absorption of the lattice element may be divided into two terms, 

one of which may be called surface absorption and one of which may be called 

mass absorption. If the dimensions of the lattice element are small, the frac-

tion of the neutrons which is removed from the chain reaction by mass absorption 

is essentially determined by the ratio of uranium to carbon and is independent 



Functional Description - 2 

of the shape and size of the lattice elements. If it were only for this type 

of resonance absorption it would be immaterial how small we make the lattice 

elements and we could make them very small indeed and still have a potentially 

chain reacting system. 

In reality a system in which the dimensions of the lattice element are 

made very small are not potentially chain reacting since too large a fraction 

of the neutrons would be removed from the chain reaction by the surface resonance 

absorption; Clearly if for a given ratio of uranium to carbon we decrease the 

dimensions of the lattice elements we increase the total surface and thereby 

the fraction of the neutrons which are removed by absorption at resonance. 

In most practical cases a lattice element can be fairly well represented 

by replacing it with an ellipsoid and we may then express the above-mentioned 

point of view by saying that the smallest of the three axes of that ellipsoid 

must not be made too short compared with the range of thermal neutrons in the 

lattice element. This range "U" is proportionate to the density of the U in the 
~}' ' l. 4" ..... " "' - ".,_ 1:~ :/ __ ,. 

lattice element and increases with the temperatur~ -somewhat faster than the 

fourth root of the temperature. For room temperature and uranium metal of 

density 18 the range is about 1~2 em. 



L 
INTRODUCriCN 

According to this invention, a chain reaction can be maintained 

in a system which contains an element that is capable of undergoing 

fission under the action 

stern may be used for the 

of slow neutrons. Such a chain rea.ctifpr sy

producti on of radiations of various kiG.s. 

Intense neutron radiations are generated and a fraction of the neutrons 

generated leaves the chain reacting core of the system. Fadioactive 

elementR are generated if elements or their compounds are exposed to the 

neutrons generated in the chain reaction. Of these radioactive elements 
II . , 

1\ those produced from uranium or thorium by neutron capture and ~~-

~~te; p~oducts ~e e~~&±anc~ are of particulAr interest. Natural 

uranium containing ab?ut one part in 140 of u235 cru1 be used in conbina-
f ~.., 

tion of a ~ element for building up a chain reacti~syetem. 

Radioactive elements are then formed by the process of fission both from 

u235 and also u238, the latter being induced to fission by means of 

fast neutrons generated in the fission of u235. 
~ .,-~ -~I. 

Radioactive elements 

are also for.med by neutron capture from u238 contained in the n~ral 
\A-

uranium. Energio~ generated in the form of heat in the fission process 

and also by the absorption of neutrons and other radiations,!V means of 

a cooling agent, the heat produced is led away from the chain reacting 

system and may be utilized for power production. 

or the radioactive elements,which may be generated, of particular 

interest are the element 94239 which is generated from uranium that is exposed 
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to neutrons preferably slow neutrons; and u233 ~1ich is generated from 

thorium. These two elements are of interest because it is believed 

that they are capable of undergoing fission under the action of slow 

neutrons and they are, therefore, capable of maintaining a chain re-

action if available in sufficient quantities. Of interest also, is 
~) ' . ,.,~, 

polonium which is generatea from bismuth which may be contained in the 

cooling agent that circulates through the chain reacting system. 

In order to be able to separate the radioactive elements 

from uranium which has been exposed toneutrons for a certain time in 

the interior of the chain reacting system, one has to dissolve this 

uranium. In order to be able to do so, one can proceed in one of 

two ways: 

a. One may remove the uranium from the chain reacting power unit 

under such preca~tions as are indicated in view of the strong radio-

activity of the uranium, and then dissolve it outside the chain reacting 

power unit. 

b. One may pump a solvent through the power unit and remove the 

uranium in solution from the chain reaction power unit. If the uraniun1 

is present as metal, it may be dissolved either in nitric acid or in a 

liquid bismuth alloy, and the latter process would have the advantage 

that no gases are formed within the power unit during the process of 

solution. 

Before removing the lanium from the power unit, it may be advisable 

to allow the cooling agent circulate through the power unit for a consid-

erable time after the chain reaction has been stopped in order to have 

the uranium less radioactive at the time of its removal. 
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REFLACEJIEN OR SECTI Oll I 

According to this inv ntion nuc l ear chain reaction can be maintained 

in a system which contains a lattice of aggregates of a substance that contains 

an element which is capable of undergoing fission under the action of s l ow 
ff"a- ~·~ 

neutrons and which lattice is e bedded in a ass ~oataiRiHS at least one 
~- .. 
}±gAt el::::f~!!!..WA. t~fe:ei=J ~tttre~ e~tad ~ iu~-~·e !:_eee~ 
of fission of the said heavy element. 

Natural urani is one example of a heavy element that undergo es 

fis ion by neutrons which have been slowed down to thermal energies . Fis ion 

induced by slow neutrons in natur l uranium is attributed to the rare isotope 

u235 contained in natural uranium. Fast neutrons such as are emitted in the 

fission of u235 caused, however, fission also in the abundant isot ope u238 

which is contained in natural uranium. According to this iriBntion a. nuclear 

oha.in reaction can be maintained in a lattice of aggregates of substance 

which contains uranium and which is embedded in a mass of a slowing agent 

which fulfills certain r equirements which will be defined further bel ow. 

Slowing agents which fulfill these requirements will be call , for the pur• 

pose of these specifications, efficient slowing gents . Carbon in its pure 

form of ~ ~ gr phite belongs to this class of slowing agents and 

so does deuterium in the for-m of deuterium oxide, also called heavy water . 

Introduction to Graphite Lattice 

Fpr the purposes of this invention, graphite with a low ash content , 

less t•an 0. 1% ash and preferably less t an . 06% ash should be used. It is not 

only important to keep the ash content low, it is also important to keep the 

boron content of the ash l ow. If a low boron petrol eum coke is used f or making 

the graphit and if such petrol eum coke is also used as the resistor material 

in the oraphitizing process nd if the charge in the graphitiz i ng furnace is 



so located as to reach a very high temperature , one can produce a quality 

of gr phite which is satisfactory. 

The uranium oo pound or uranium metal which is used should also be 

of high purity. It y be obtained from carnotites or pitchblende by the 

usual purification processes. but to these processes a further oh ioal pro

cess of purification should be added. particularly if the uranium is produc d 

from a bitchblende which is compratively right in rare earths. This additional 

process ofBJrification must be so designed as to remove the rare earths 

from the uranium compound. This ay be done by one of several methods. 

for instance: by recrystallization& of uranyl nitrate or by extracting 

ur~ nitrate with ether or by precipitating the rare earths as fluorides. 

etc . The uranium oan be used in the form of UsQs, in the form of the dioxide. 

in the form of one of its several carbides and in the form of metalQ Other 

uranium compounds might perhaps be also suitable. Uranium metal can be 

produced from uranium chloride by r duction with calcium and a pure product 

can be obtain d by this method if distilled calcium is used. In a similar 

manner. pure uranium can be produced by using pure ur i -~ tetrafluoride 

with ch ioally pure magnesium. In this latter process. the pur st 

commercial of magnesium are satisfactory. 

Let us now consider an infi11itely extended lattice of urani con

taining aggregates embedded in graphite. On the average of the neutrons emitted 

in a fission process, a fraction q is absorbed within the system as a slow 

neutron (thermal or quasi-ther~ purification of a compound may be solid or 

liquid. and on the average ~ fast neutrons are emitted for every such slow 

neutron absorbed by uranium. The system is potentially chain reacting if the 

product q~ is larger than 1. 



In order to have an actually chain reacting mass. we must bui l d a 

sufficiently extended system. If the system is not surrounded with much 

materail which efficiently reflects neutrons , the neutrons can escape fro 

the surface of the chain reacting ss , and in that case, the critical 

radius~ for which a spherically shaped ma.s~b comes chain reacting, is 

given by tne formula 

(1) 

~ 

I~ 
;ly~) 

In this formula , r2 , is related to the average square of the distance to 

which a fast neutron emitted in a fission process diffuses within the system 

until it gets slowed down and is absorbed and has for graphite of 1. 7 gmfamB 

of density a value of about (50 cm)2 so that we have ~ ~ ~ ~ /ff!:l 7 

For ~ystem the composition Qf which will be described below, and 

which contains a lattice of abgregates of uranium mebedded in graphite a£ 

11 density of about 1.6. gmfom.3, a sphere containing about 500 tons of pure 

grapPite is sufficiently large to maintain a chain reaction. If in place 

of a spherical shape, a cylindrical shape is used, and if the diameter of 

the cylinder is about equal to its height, the critical mass is about 10% 

higher . 

Far any given shape the critical mass is defined as the mas at which 

under the given condition, tl~ intensity of the chain reaction just remains 

st~tionery. If the critical mass ia Oiltoeeded, the intensity of the chain 

' reaction {which manifests itself in th intensity or the neutron and gamma 
I 

radiations emitted from the chJin reacting pile), increases exponentially 

w'th time. If the mass is la er than tho critical mass, but close to it. 
I 
I 



and if w have a source of neutrons {initial neutron radiation) within the 

mass, the number of neutrons produced in the chain reaction can be made 

larger than the number of the neutrons of the initial r diation by a factor 

which increases more and more steeply as the mass pproaches to th critical 

mass. In order to maintain aohain reaction, it is not necessary, however, to 

make use of an artificial source of neutrons, since initial neutrons are always 

present; they are for instance e itted in the spontan ous fission of;uranium 

contained in the chain r acting mass and present in th rays. 

The critical mas~ nickel or can b var~ by introducing 

a slow neutron absorber. such as cadmium or a cobalt iron, or cobalt nickel 

alloy, into the interior of the :mass, or by withdrawing the absorbers there-

from, by which means the critical mass is increased or decreased, respectively. 

This can be used for controlling the chain reacting, for instance, by moving 

the slo+eutron absorber in and out in such a mavner as to have th system 

part of th tim below, and part or the time above. The critical conditions. 

In order to determine empirically the critical mas~ such slow neutron 

absorbers may be built into the system while the system is being assembled, and 

after a suffioi ntly large mass is assembled, these absorbers may be one after 

the other witndrawn. ile these absorbers ar being withdrawn, the radiation 

manating from the mass may be observed, and the pospition of ~he absorbers may 

be determined at whcih the neutron intensity begins to rise exponentially with 

time, which siGnifies that the critical condition has been reach d. 

or the neutrons emitted in fission. a fraction 

1 is emitted instantaneously and only small fraction 

( /rz_ which is close to 

I- ( /1 is emitted with a 

time delay of a few seconds. Though this delayed neutron emission is small, it 

has an important effect on the rate at which the neutron intensity rises ex• 

ponentially with time if the mass of the chain reacting unit exceeds the critical 



mass, only slightly. In order to discuss this we may introduce the concept 

of the 'critical mass for instananeous neutron emission" which corresponds 

to the value of while the critical mass for the total neutron emis ion 

corresponds to • The critical mass for instantaneous neutron e ission is 

larg r than th critical ass. e can avoid a rapid exponential rise of the 

chain reaction intensity by keeping conditions so that while e may exceed 

the critical mass, the systen should remain in the interval V.tween the 

critical mass and the critical mass ror instananeous neutron emission. 

Preferably in order fully to profit from the effect of the delayed neutron 

emission, the syst should r ain within the interval between the two 

critical m sses close to the critical mass for the total n utron emission. 

According to the present invention, the chain reaction may be 
contains 

maintained in a system Which/iK embedded in graphite, a 1 ttioe. The 

lattice el ent being aggregates of a substanc which contains uranium in 

place of graphite some other efficient slo~ng agent can be used. for in-

stance. heavy water. 

The aggregates which forms the 1 ttice element can be a singl 

body containing uranium or can be so ething like a cluster of anumber of 

separate bodies, each of which contains uranium. This latter case is 

illustrated by an oxample shown in Fig. 1. This this figur we see the 

lattice element in the form ot a spherically shaped aggregate of uraium 

m tal rods (pencils) of different ~ lengths. 

The simplest example for a potentially chain reaction syst is 

probably one in which the aggreg te that forms the latt :oo element is a 

single body having the shape of a sphere and being campo e of ur ium metal. 

Such uranium metal spheres may than be 81llbedded in gr hi te in such a mann r 

as to form one of the three xisting close-packed lattio s. Such a syst 

is pot ntially ch in reacting provided the r dius of the uranium metal sphere 



&. 

is between a lower and upper licit which is determined by its density and 

the ratio of tho eight of carbon to uranium within th lattice is k pt 

between certain lo ·er and up or li ita 1ich are detenninod by the radiu 

of the uranium sphere which forms th lattic element. 

It i not necessary to use uranium in th form of uraniurr. m tal, 

but u3o8 or uranium dioxide or ur nium carbid can be used in place of uranium 

metal. Some other uranium compounds mjght perhaps also be operative. 

The aggregate composed of uranium or uranium compounds ne d not 

have the shape of o. sphere but can have the shap of a. short cylinder of 

about equal diameter and height, or can av the shape of a short ~X...X squ re 

~od of about equal sides (a body close to a cube). All these end similar shape• 

which shall be designated as spheroids are operative, but some other shapes 

which deviate considerably from the spherical shape are aperativ un er other

wise favorable conditions. 

Lattices in hioh is the aggregate ither consists of on uranium

containing body or composed of several uranium- containing bodies, and in 

which the aggregate has the shapo of a long cylindrical ro are also operative. 

Such cyl indrioal rods cf.Ul be arranged into a lattice which, for instance, may 

have triGonal or tetragonal symm try. but same oth r lattices hich have so 

such symmetry are also operative. 

A recipe will be given fUrther below for an operative close~packed 

lattice of uranium metal sph res from which recipe an operative combination 

for the radius of the sphere and the spacing of such ephere in the lattice can 

be determined. 
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In the following examples will be given for the following systems& 

1. lattices in which the lattice elements are cylindrically shaped 

uranium rods which may be arranged in trigonal and tetragonal lattice and 

which are cooled by a cooling agent flowing along the surface of the rod. 

Arrangements ot this typ f 11 into three classes: 

.l. a class in which the coolin agent flows inside a uranium tube 

(insert cooling.) 

B. a class in which tho cooling agent is flowing along the surface of 

a uranium rod in a gap between the uranium rod and a thin tube which s parates 

the cooling agent from the slowing agent. 

c. arcangements in which the cooling agent flows along the surface of 

a uranium rod in a gap between the uranium rod and fi graphite which acts as 

a slowing agent. 

The class iC is represented by various examples which again fall 

into two classes, alpha and beta. To the class alpha belongs arrangements 

in which the cooling agent passes through the whole sturuce in continuous 

contact with the lattice element; wh reas, to class beta belong arrangements 

in which various sections of the rod-sl1aped lattice element are connected 

in prallel from the point of view of the flow of the cooling agent. 

2. lattices of which the elements are spheres of uranium or short cylinders 

of uranium or uranium compounds of about equal heibht and diameter. These 

spheroid-shaped uranium bodies may be arranged in any one of the closed-

packed lattic s, or may be arranged with a cubic lattice. One or more lattice 

ele ents are connected in parallel from the point of view of the flow of the 

cooling agent. 
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I ODUCTIOB 

According to this invontion, a chain reaction can be maintained 

in a syst •l1ioh co~tains an l~ent that is oapa~le of undergoine fission 

under the action of slow neutrons. Suoh a chain reacting system may be used 

for tha production of radiations of various kinds. Intens neutron radiations 

re generated and fraction or the neutrons generated leaves the chain reacting 

core of the system. Radioactive elements are geuerated if laments or thier 

o~pounds are xposed to the neutrons generated in the chain reaction. Of these 

radioactive el ents are produced from. uranium or thorium by neutron capture and 

their daughter products are of particular interest. Natural uranium containing 

about one part in 140 of u236 can be used in combination of a light el ent for 

building up a chain reacting syst Radioactive elements are th n formed by 

the process of fission both fro u235 and also u238, the latter being induced to 

fission by means of fast neutrons generated in the fission of u236. Redio~ctive 

transuranic elements are also formed by neutron capture from u238 contained in 

the natural unraium. Energy is generated in the form of heat in the fission 

process and also by the absorption of neutrons and other radiations. By means 

of a cooling agent, the heat produced is led away from the chain reacti~ system 

and may be utilized for power production. 

or the radioactive elements. which may be generated. of particular in

terest are the element 94239 which is generated from uranium that is exposed to 

neutrons preferably slow neutrons• and u233 whbh is generated from thorium. 

These two elements are of interest because it is believed that they are capable 

of 1IX&JdJa::mi undergoing fission under the action of slow neutrons and they are, 

therefore, capably of maintaining a chain reaction if available in sufficient 

quantities. Of interest also. is polonium which is generated by neutrons from 

bismuth which may be contmned in the cooling agent that oiroula~ed through the 

chain reacting system. 



In order to be able to separate the radioactive elements from 

uranium which has been exposed to neutrons for a certain time in the interior 

of the chain reacting system. one has to dissolve this urani • In order to 

be able to do so. one can proceed in one of two ways: 

a.. One may remove the uranium from the ohain reacting power unit under 

such precautions as are indicated in view of the strong radioactivity of the 

uranium. and then dissolve it outside the chain reacting power unit. 

b. One may pump a solvent though the power unit and remove the uranium 

in solution from tho chain reaction power unit. If the uranilw is present as 

metal. it may be dissolved either in nitric aicd or in a liquid bismuth alloy. 

and the lattice porcess would have the advantage that no gases are fonnod 

within the power unit durine the process of solution. 

Before removing the uranium from the power unit. it may be advisable 

to allow the coolin& agent to circulate through the power unit for a consid

erable time after the chain reaction has been stopped in order to have the 

uranium less radioactive at the time of its removal. 
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REPLACEMENT FOR SECTION I 

According to this invention a nuclear chain reaction can be maintained 

in a system which contains a lattice of aggregates of a substance that contains 

an element which is capable of undergoing fission under the action of slow 
~a_~-~ 

neutrons and which lattice is embedded in a mass containing e:t least one 
~~~~~·~/ 
~ht ~leme~lows down the fast neutrons emitted during the process 

of fission of the said heavy element. 

Natural uranium is one example of a heavy element that undergoes 

fission by neutrons which have been slowed down to thermal energies. Fission 

induced by slow neutrons in natural uranium is attributed to the rare isotope 

u235 containmrl in natural uranium. Fast neutrons such as are emitted in the 

fission of u235 caus". however, fission also in the abundant isotope u238 

which is contained in natural uranium. According to th~ inention a nuclear 

chain reaction can be maintained in a lattice of aggregates of substance 

which contains uranium and which is embedded in a mass of a slowing agent 

which fulfills certain requirements which will be defined further belowo 
d 

Slowing agents which fulfill these requirements will be call, for the pur~ 
'I 

pose of these specifications, efficient slowing ~gents. 
lJ 

Carbon in its pure 

form of~~ graphite belongs to this class of slowing agents and 

so does deuterium in the form of deuterium oxide, also called heavy watero 

Introduction to Graphite Lattice 

Fpr the purposes of this invention, graphite with a low ash content, 

less t b. a.."l 0.1% ash and preferably less than o06% ash should be used.,. It is not 

only important to keep the ash content low, it is also important to keep the 

boron content of the ash lowo If a low boron petroleum coke is used for making 

the graphite and if such petrolet~ coke is also used as the resistor material 

in the graphitizing process and if the charge in the graphitizing furnace is 



so located as to reach a very high temperature, one can produce a quality 

of graphite which is satisfactory. 

The uranium com~ound or uranium metal which is used should also be 

of high purity. It may be obtained from carnotites or pitchblende by the 

usual purification processes, but to these processes a further chemical pro-

cess of purification should be added, particularly if the uranium is produced 

from a bi tchblende which is compratively f't~ rare earths. This addi tione.l 

process ofyxrification must be so designed as to remove the rare earths 

from the uranium compound. This may be done by one of several methods, 

for instance: by recrystallizations of uranyl nitrate or by extracting 

ur~ nitrate with ether or by precipitating the rare earths as fluorides# 

etc. The uranium can be used in the form of U3Qs, in the form of the dioxide, 

in the form of one of its several carbides and in the form of metal. Other 

uranium compounds might perhaps be also suitableo Uranium metal can be 

produced from uranium chloride by reduction with calcium and a pure product 

can be obtained by this method if distilled ca.lcium is used, In a similar 

manner, pure uranium can be produced by using pure urani~ tetrafluoride 

with chemically pure magnesium.. In this latter process, the purest 

commercial b-r.?..,._, 4 of magnesium are satisfactory. 

Let us now consider an infinitely extended lattice of uranium~con-

taining aggregates embedded in graphite, On the average of the neutrons emitted 

in a fission process, a fraction q is absorbed within the system as a slow 

neutron (thermal or quasi-thermaJ) Iffl% 1:fiellt1on of' i compuuna -may be-.ao.J.j.~ 

1~ and on the average ~ fast neutrons are emitted for every such slow 

neutron absorbed by uranium, The system is potentially chain reacting if the 

product q Y[_ is larger than 1, 



In order to have an actually chain reacting mass, we must build a 

sufficiently extended system. If the system is not surrounded with rouch 

materail which efficiently reflects neutrons, the neutrons can escape from 

the surface of the chain reacting mass, and in that case, the critical 

radius iC for which a spherically shaped mas~ecomes chain reacting, is 

given by the formula 
~ ~ 

I 1'-z. 

L- ;;--r 3f< r-! J (1) 

In this formula,~2: is related to the average square of the distance to 

which a fast neutron emitted in a fission process diffuees within the system 

until it gets slowed down and is absorbed and has for graphite of 1.7 gm/om3 

have ;.__~ r ( of density a value of about (50 cm)2 so that we 

t1fo 7 
~q- 1 

For ~ystem the composition ®f which will be described below, and 

which contains a lattice of aggregates of uranium mebedded in graphite of 

a density of about lp,~cm3, a sphere containing about 500 tons of pure 

grap¥ite is sufficiently large to maintain a chain reaction. If in place 

of a spherical shape, a cylindrical shape is used, and if the diameter of 

the cylinder is about equal to its height, the critical mass is about 10% 

higher. 

For any given shape the critical mass is defined as the mass at which 

under the given condition, the intensity of the chain reaction just remains 

st~tionery. If the critical mass is exceeded, the intensity of the chain 

reaction (which manifests itself in the intensity of the neutron and gamma 

radiations emitted from the ch~in reacting pile), increases exponentially 

with time. If the mass is lower than the critical mass, but close to it, 



.. 

and if we have a source of neutrons (initial neutron radiation) within the 

mass 1 the number of neutrons produced in the chain reaction can be made 

larger than the number of the neutrons of the initial radiation by a factor 

which increases more and more steeply as the mass approaches to the critical 

mass. In order to maintain achain reaction, it is not necessary, however, to 

make use of an artificial source of neutrons, since initial neutrons are always 

present; they are for instance emitted in the spontaneous fission of;uranium 
4/1· ~ 

contained in the chain reacting mass and present in the rays. 

The critical mass -M4~k&l or can be var~ by introducing 
Ia~ tr/ _) 

a slow neutron absorber, such as cadmium or/ a cobalt iron, or cobalt nickel 

alloy, into the interior of the mass, or by withdrawing the absorbers there-

from, by which means the critical mass is increased or decreased, respectively. 

This can be used for controlling the chain reacting, for instance, by moving 

the slo~eutron absorber in and out in such a manner as to have the system 

part of the time below, and part of the time above. ~ critical conditio~o 

In order to determine empirically the critical mass such slow neutron 

absorbers may be built into the system while the system is being assembled, and 

after a sufficiently large mass is assembled, these absorbers may be one after 

the other withdrawn. While these abBorbers are being withdrawn, the radiation 

emanating from the mass may be observed, and the posfition of the absorbers may 

be determined at whcih the neutron intensity begins to rise exponentially with 

time, which signifies that the critical condition has been reachedo 

Of the neutrons, emitted in fission, a fraction Y( /~ which is close to 

1 is emitted instantaneously and only a small fraction /- y(' / ~ is emitted with a 

time delay of a few seconds. Though this delayed neutron emission is small, it 

has an important effect on the rate at which the neutron intensity rises ex-

ponentially with time if the mass of the chain reacting unit exceeds the critical 
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mass~ only slightly. In order to discuss this we may introduce the concept 

of the "critical mass for instananeous neutron emission" which corresponds. 

to the value of ~ / while the critical mass for the total neutron emission 
l 

corresponds to ~ · The critical mass for instantaneous neutron emission is 

larger than the critical mass. We can avoid a rapid exponential rise of the 

chain reaction intensity by keeping conditions so that while we may exceed 

the critical mass, the system should remain in the interval uetween the 

critical mass and the critical mass for instananeous neutron emission. 

Preferably in order fully to profit from the effect of the dalayed neutron 

emission, the system should remain within the interval between the two 

critical masses close to the critical mass for the total neutron emission. 
cL 

According to the present invention, ~ chain reaction may be 
contains 

maintained in a system which/ix embedded in graphite, a lattice. The 

lattice- element being aggregates of a substanc which contains uranium in 

place of graphite some other efficient slowing agent can be used. for in-

stance, heavy water. 

The aggregate! which forms the lattice element can be a single 

body oontaining uranium or can be something like a cluster of anumber of 

separate bodies, each of which contains uranium. This latter case is 

illustrated by an example shown in Fig. 1. This this figure we see the 

lattice element in the form of a spherically shaped aggregate of uraium 

metal rods (pencils) of different ~ lengths. 

The simplest example for a potentially chain reaction system is 

probably one in which the aggregate that forms the lattice element is a 

single body having the shape of a sphere and being composed of uranium metal. 

Such uranium metal spheres may than be embedded in graphite in such a manner 

as to form one of the three existing close-packed lattices. Such a system 

is potentially chain reacting provided the radius of the uranium metal sphere 



is between e lower and upper limit which is determined by its density/and 

the ratio of the weight or carbon to uranium within the lattice is kept 

between certain lower and upper limits which are determined by the radius 

of the uranium sphere which forms the lattice element. 

It is not necessary to use uranium in the form of uranium metal, 

but u3o8 or uranium dioxide or uranium carbide can be used in place of uranium 

metal. Some other uranium compounds might perhaps also be operative. 

The aggregate composed of uranium or uranium compounds need not 

have the shape of a sphere but can have the shape of a short cylinder of 

about equal diameter and height, or can have the shape of a short ~lix«Bx square 

Dod of about equal sides (a body close to a cube). All these and similar shapes 

which shall be designated as spheroids are operative, but some other shapes 
~ which deviate considerably from the spherical shape are aperative under other-

wise favorable conditions. 

Lattices in which is the aggregate either consists of one uranium-

containing body or composed of several uranium-containing bodies, and in 

which the aggregate has the shape of a long cylindrical rod are also operativeo 

Such cylindrical rods can be arranged into a lattice which, for instance, may 

have trigonal or tetragonal symmetry, but some other lattices which have Bo 

such symmetry are also operative. 

A recipe will be given further below for an operative close-packed 

lattice or uranium metal spheres from which recipe an operative combination 

for the radius or the sphere and the spacing of such~heres in the lattice can 

be determL~~d. 
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In the following
1

examples will be given for the following systems:· 

1. lattices in which the lattice elements are cylindrically shaped 

uranium rods which may be arranged in trigonal and tetragonal lattice and 

which are cooled by a cooling agent flowing along the surface of the rod. 

Arrangements of this type fall into three classes: 

A. e class in which the cooling agent flows inside a uranium tube 
I~ 

(ins~ cooling.) 

B. a class in which the cooling agent is flowing along the surface of 

a uranium rod in a gap between the uranium rod and a thin tube which separates 

the cooling agent from the slowing agent. 

c. arcangements in which the cooling agent flows along the surface of 

a uranium rod in a gap between the uranium rod and fo graphite which acts as 

a slowing agent. 

The class iC is represented by various examples which again fall 

into two classes, alpha and beta. To the class alpha belongs arrangements 

in which the cooling agent passes through the whole sturuce in continuous 

contact with the lattice element; whereas, to class beta belong arrangements 

in which various sections of the rod-shaped lattice element are connected 

in prallel from the point of view of the flov.r of the cooling agent. 

2. lattices of which the elements are spheres of uranium or short cylinders 

of uranium or uranium compounds of about equal height and diameter. These 

spheroid-shaped uranit~ bodies may be arranged in any one oc.he closed- .~ 
-·~~, ... (l ~ p'"__.} 

packed lattices, or may be arranged with a cubic lattice.~ e or more lattice 

elements are connected in parallel from the point of view of the flow of the 

cooling agent. 
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Pa..,e 1 

Accordin
0 to t.'I-J.is invention, a nuclear c ain 1·e ction can be 

uintained i a syste which contains u 1euvy element that under0o s fission 

under t e action of slo neutrons. (such ns, for instance, natur 1 uranium) 

na li t ele ent of class de ineu furt er belo , ich slo s aown the 

fast neutrons ~itted auriJlb the process of fission by the said heavy lement . 

atw·al uranium is un ex •Pl for .eavy element that un ergoes 

fission with neutrons that have been slowed o n to the al energies. Fission 

inuuced by alo neutrons in ratural uranilli~ is attributed to the rare isotope 

U235, couta~nea in natural uranium. Fast neutrons, such as are err.itted in the 

fission of U235, cause fission also in the abundant isotope, U23B, which is 

containea in natural uranium. 

Carbon, particula.rl· in its ure for .• of low ash t~ra.pnite, is an 

li~ht lement that can bo usee ror slowing d the neutrons 

Let us consider an infinitely exten ed in a potentially cpf}.in-"'rgactin system. 
ll-/ ~t ~f--..~ 

system ak givGn(com[.OS~ tion and structure. On the avera0 e of the neutro 

e i ttea in n fission .recess, a fraction q i~ absorbea >iii t. in t.1 syste. us~"' 
neutron/ in sue. a .--:anner as to prouuce fission, and on the avera0 e 1_ fast 

neutrons are itted for every fission process indue d by slo ~ neutrons . The 

syste. is otentially chain reactinb if the prouuc JZ is lart;er than 1. 

1n order to have an actually chain rea.c tint; .uas s R l e must ·ouil a 

suff~ciently extenuea syst~~ . If tic syste~ is not surrounded ith ouch material 

which efficiently reflects n utrons, the neutrons can escape from the surf'aoe of 

the ahain reacting .ass, aui in that case~ the critical rauius / for which a 

st-herically sha .ea · ass beoor:-. s c a.in reactin0 , is gi von by the forrr,ula 
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2 In this for ula, r , is the average squr ro of the ai stance to which a fast 

neutron e itted in a fission prucess diffuses within tne systeT. until it 5ets 

slo•·ed dov:n n causes fission. 

For a syst 
~!-

the comtosi tion :, · ch will be described elow, and 

. 
hich contains a latt.:.ce of a·bre,; tat:! of uruniu:n e beaued in 5 ra1 hite of a 

3 
density or u out 1.6 m/om , a sph re co;1tuinin- about 500 tons of gra hite 

is st:friciently large to mainta.i chain reaction . tf in ~lace of a spherical 

shape, a cylindrical shape is useu, and if the diameter of the cylinaer is 

abm.t eqUL~l to its hei ht, the crt tic;;..l :nat s is about 10% hi her . 

For any biv n shape the critical ass is defined as the ,ass at which 

under the given cona.:.tion, the intensity of the chain reaction just remains 

stationery. If the critical mass is oxceeaed, the in~enslty of the chain reaction 

( nich manifests itself in the intensity of the neutron f<>r ga.rrnna raaiation emitted 

from the olmin reacting pile). increases exponentially with t1me. I£ the mass is 

lower than the crit·cal me. s, but C' lose to i.t, and if we have a source of neutrons 

( init:al neutron ra.a.:..ation) within the ass, the nu.r.,ber or neutrons produced in 

the chain reaction can be .ade larger than the neutrons of the initial radiation 

a.s the mass approachec by a factor which increases to ini'ini ty to the critical 

.nss. In order to :':laintain a chain reaction, it is !.ot nccesS£lry, 110wever. to 

"!ake use of an artificial source of .eutrons, since in:i.ti.al neLttrons are alway 

present; they are for instanco e"itte in the spont~,eous fiss:on or uranium 

conti'<\ined in the chain reactint; t: ss. 

The criticaJ ass om be varied by introducinG a slow neutron absorbers, 

such as cad:'liUL1 or a cobalt iron alloy, into the interior of the mass , or by with-

drawing th a sorbers therefrom, by wr ich r.eans tho critical mass is increased or 

decreased, res,ectivcly. his can be used for controlling a chain reaction, for 

instance, by oving tr1e slow neutron absorber in una out in su h a man er as to be 

part of the ";,ime belo·1, anu £;art o!: the time above, t' e cri ical cond tions. 
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In order to determine empirically the critical ass such slow neutron 

absorbers .ay be b 1ilt into the syste'"" w .. ile t:"le syste·n is being built u);, and 

after a. sufficiently large n:us is ass e. 1bled, these ~.l.bsorbors may be one after 

the other w'thdrawn. ''hile these ab orbers are b ing i tharawu, the rudi~tion 

e· anatin from the ass ay be observed, nd tneir osition oted at .hich the 

neutron intensity bet.ins to rise ex onentially with t:iroe, w lich si nifies that 

the crit~oal conaition has bee. re~Cl€d. 

A t~ractior, ·rz '1 ~ which is close to 1 is emitted instantaneously 

and only a mall fraction J- tj;z is , i tted with e. time delay or a fe seconc.a . 

Though this delayed neutron emission is small , it has an important effect on the 

rate at thich the neutron intensity ris s exponentially with ti~e if the mass of 

the chain reacting unit slightly exc s the critical ass. In oraer to discusa 

this we ma. introduce the coccept of the "critical mass for instantaneous neutron 

e• is sion' hioh corret>l•Onds to the value or ( •hi .e the critical . ass for the 

total neutron e ission corresponds to f This critical ll' ss for instantaneous 

neutr~ e ission is larger than the critical mass. ~e can avoid a rapid ex.onential 

rise or t' e chain reaction intensity-by keeping conditions so that while wo may 

exoee the critical mass,, we should re:'1oi n in the interval bet g-een the critical 

mass ar.d the critical mass for instantaneous fission. Pr.ef rably in order fully 

to profit from the effect of the delayed neutron emission, we should remain ithin 

the interval be~een the two critical ma~ses close to the critical mass for the 

total neutrcn e ."iss ion. 

As •ill be stated fur~~ r below, & cnain reaction c1m be :aint?.ined 

b) . e&.ns of or inary uraniu."!l in a syste" in which carbon in the pure form of 

a low ash graphite is uded for slowing down the neutrons. Carbon has an absorption 
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eros~ ection for ther l ne tron of bout ~ 

If . riti s are present, t bs r tion cross section of the slo n nt 

per carb n eto. is lur er ny allo it to rise erhaps as hig us about 

-26 2 
10 c before it beco. s i~Iot ible to intoin ch n reacti n in a 

ys e. o. othoni a f vor ble co po ·tiou an structure. Carbcn na other 

li le~e.ts can bo c nract r·ze fro~ t e poi t of vit cf th ir suitability 

as ~lo inb lO m a cuts in ch in re ctim by a c.i nsionl sa co st nt, N, w i ch 

e e.y c 1 t .. ir ch r t ristic nu tbor. Tt1is nu ber, , is defined. by the 

followin~ o .ula 

/jl 

·here is the .ass nu mer of the olenent, () *" is th(l scatterinb eros s section .sc 

f t.e ele~ent for neutrons which nre aoove -he t er 1 region have e ergi es 

b tween a fe volts an a fe hundred vol s, and. ~ is the caoture cross section 

of the ele. nt in t thor a.l re tion. For pure carbon, {oc(c)/L- -~J :z 
e 5 x/ o & o th 

Ct1aracteristic nu ber (C) is about (C) ----</160. 

As e have stated before, even i pure carbon for hich the absorption 

cross section, ~is about t.ice that of :ure c~rbon is just about ca able of 

sustuining a chain reaction . Such i, ure carbon oul have a c nar cteristic 

nu1nber of = 2 B(C) = 80 . Accordin ly .e ay define the cl ss of slo inG ~ n 

a rents which are ca blc of sus· ainil36 a chain reaction by the equirement that 

t e ch racteristic number N shDula b larger thon 80. Thi class contains heavy 

hyd ogen inits for as deuterium oxide (D~). To computet e approximate value 

for t.e char cteristic numb r of uterium oxide e huve to .t-ut m "' 2; cJ: = <: 

.;;: = ~: (lJ) ""he criterion of 't e characteristic number beinb larger than 

about Bu can be ap~liea to all fast n utron soatterers but can ot. without further 

caution be a. l~ed to fast neutron absorbers, i . e., to elements ~hich • ve with 

fast fission utrons an n-p or an n-o<' re ction, if in the potenti lly chain 

reacting syste such f st neutron absorbers a e ar'rnc ~e in s ch a .anr.er as 
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to be appreciably exposed to fast fission neut•ons. It is for this 

reason not certain hether beryllium which gives ann- ~ reaction with 

fast neutrons can or cannot b · used as sole slowing down agent in a 

potentially chain reacting system, though i l; appeared to be likely 

that this is the c aae. 

According to the present invention, favor ble conditions 

for a ohainreaotion may exist in a system which oonta ns the fissionable 

element within an aggregate of matter which forms the element of a 

lattice and a lattice of suoh aggregates is contained in a mass of a 

suitable, light element which acts as a slowing agent .-

The aggregate which forms the lattice ele ent can be a 

single body containing a fissionabl element or can be something like 

a cluster of a number of separ te bodies, each of which contains a 

fissionable element. This latter case is illustrated by an example 

shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, we see the lattice element in the 

form of a spherically shaped agr,regate of thin uranium metal rods of 

different lengths. 

1'he simplest example for a potential chain reacting system 

is probably one in vbich the aggregate that forms the lattice element is 

a sin&le body having the shape of a sphere and being composed of uranium 

metal. Such uranium metal spheres may then be embedded in gr&phi te in 

such a manner as to form one of the three existing close- packed lattices . 

Such a system is potentially chain reacting provided the radius of the 

uranium metal spher~ is between a lov~r and upper limit Which is 

determined by its density and the ratio of the weight of carbon to 

uranium within the lattice is kept between certain lower and upper 

limits which are dete~ined by the radius of the uranium sphere which 

forms the lattice element . 



lt is not nee ssary to use uranium in the form of uranium 

m tal, but u3o8 or uranium dioxide or uranium carbide can be used in 

place of uranium metal. Some other uranium compounds might also be 

oper tive. 

The aggregate compos d of uranium or uranium compoun~s need 

not have the shape of a sphere but can ve the hap of a short 

cylinder of about equal di ter and height, ot can ha e the shape of 

a short sque.r rod of about equal sides. All these and simil ar shapes 

which hall be designated s spheroids are opera~ive, but some other 

shapes ich deviate considerably from the spherical shape are also 

operative under otherwise favorable conditions . 

Lattices in which the aggregate either consists of one 

uranium-oontainin~ body or is composed of several uranium- containing 

bodies and has th shape of a long cylindrical rod are also operative. 

Such cylindrical rods can be arz·anged into a lattice hich , for instance , 

may have trigonal or tetr genal symmetry, but some o~her lattices hich 

have no suah symmetry are also operative . 

A recipe will be given further bol o for an operative cl ose

packed lattice of uranium metal spheres from wluch recipe an operative 

combination for the radius of the sphere and the spacing of such 

spheres in the lattice can be etermined. 

Apart from N, the characteristic number of the l owing agent, 

another property of the slowing agent has a bearing on the question 

whether the s l owing agent is suitable for a system in which a lattice 

of uranium- containing aggregates is used . For a slowing agent , it i s 

of advantage in this connection that the range , A, of the thermal neutrons 
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should be large in o anparison ith range, B, of the 1 energy resonance 

neu rona. 

A, th range of tho thermal neutrons is defined by th value 

A• A~ 
-13~ 

where \ i the m an free p ss o th rmal neutron in the alo ling agent . 

and a;c.. and ~ re the sc tt rin cross- section of the aptur oro a-

section for thermal neutrons of the light el nt hich ots &6 the 

slowing gent. 

B, t rang of the low nergy resonance n~utron ia defi d 

by 

here t\ • is the mean fr e pas for cattering of neutrons ving th 

energy be en few volts and a fe hundred volts in the lowin gent. 

and k is defined as follo 

k• ______ !~-~!~-------
2 ln(l - ------, ) (1 ... ;2 

Accordingly, the requirements ith the range 

o pared to the range B ount..s to 

or writing }. 
t-.• 

A/B• 

(---- )2 m + 1 

>7 

should b 1 rge 

This condition i ' fulfi.lled for gra!Jhit e. he vy ter • and 

beryllium, but it is not fulfilled for ordinary water . 
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or instance ~ for carbon h ve about 

m 2 
(----- ) . ----

+ l f, I}/ 

Thi is a very favorable ratio indeed . 

Introduction to Gp1. hi te Lattice 

For th purpose of this invention , graphite rlth a low ash 

con~ nt , less than 0 . 1% ash and preferably less than .06% ash should be 

used.. It is not only imt,ortant to keep the ash content low, it is also 

important to keep the boron con ent of the a h low. If sui able quality 

of petroleum coke is used for making the graphi"te and if petroleum coke 

is used for ~inb the graphite and if p troleum coke is also used as a 

resistor material in the graphitiEing process and if the charge in the 

braphitizing furnace is so located as to reach very h gh temperature , 

one may produce a quality of gr phite which is atisfactory. 

The uranium co ound or uran·um met 1 which is used should also be of 

high purity. It may be obtained from carnotites or pitchbl ende by the u sual 

processes but in addition to these chemical processes, fUrthe~ oh · ic 1 proces 

of purification should be added, particularly if ~he uranium is produced from 
... 

pitohblend~ .1hioh is comparativel y rich in rare earths . This dditional ,, 
process of pur.fioation ust be s desi-ned as to remove the rare rths 

from the uranium compound. T~is may be done by one of everal methods , 



for instance: by recrystallizations of uranyl nitrate or by extracting 

ur nyl nitrate with ether or by precipitating the rare earths as fluorides . 

etc . l'he uranium oan be u ed in the form of U308 • in the form of the 

dioxide , in t he fo~ of one of its several o rbide and in the form of 

metal . Other uranium compound ight perhaps also suitable . Urani 

metal can be produced ~rom uranium chloride by reduo~ion with oaloi 

and a pure product can be obtained by this ethod if distilled cal cium 

is used for the process. In a similar manner~ pure uranium oan be pro-

duoed by using pure uranium tetrafluoride with chemically pure nesium. 

This latter process is preferable to the former inaanuoh as pure magnesium 

is readily available. 



FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPl.'IOr 

Of the thermal neutrons which are absorbed in the uranium contained 

in the la.ttice-ele.uent a !'ractio will cause fission and ·;ill give rise to the 

emission of fast fissi on neutrons. Some of these fast fisaion neutrons will 

cause fission (in the same lat ice element from which they ori~ina~e) befor 

~ey are slo ed down by collisions wi.~h uranium or carbon below the fission 

threshhold of the abundant isotope U238. In this manner, for every thermal 

neutron absorbed a certain number of fast neutrons ~·e generated which are 

slowed dovm partly by inelastic collisions in uranium, but mos tly hy elastic 

collisions in carbon and a fraction ( ) of these e~entually reaches thernal 

energies. Another fraction 

ing thern~l energies . 

is absorbed at resonance by urnnit~ be~ore reach-

The neutrons which are absorbed al, resonance by uranium are renoved 

from the chain reaction wit..hout leading to fission and the generation of neutrons. 

Some of ~hese neutrons are absorbed at canparatively high ener~ies, between a 

few hundred volts and some lO~UOO volts , while others are absorbed at compara

tively low energies , between a few ~olts nn e. few hundred volts. l 'he lattice 

elements are modera1;ely transparent for the hi£h energy resonance neutrons 

but are practically black for at leas·t part o ' the low energy resonance neutrons, 

i.e., a certain fraction of the resonance neutrons is abo orbed in a thin surface 

layer of the lattice element whereas another fract.ion penetrates. Accordingly, 

the resonance absorption of the lattice element may bo divided into two terms, 

one of hioh may be called surface absorption and one of which may be called 

mass absorption. If the dimensions of the lattice element are small , the frac

tion of the neutrons Vlhioh is removed from the chain reacti on by mass a sorption 

is essentially deternined by 1;he ratio of uranium to carbon and is independent 
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of the shape and size of the lattice elements. If it ere only for this type 

of reronance absorption it •auld be immaterial how small we make the lattice 

elemente and .-o eould make them very small indeed and s-r.ill have a potentially 

chain reactinG system. 

In reality a syst..em in T;hich the cimensions of the lattice eler:lCnt are 

made very mrr~ll are not potentially chain reacting since too largo a fraction 

of the neutrons would be removed fro.o tho chain reaction by the surface resonance 

abaorp ion. Clearly if for a given ratio oi' uranium to carbon ·we decrease the 

dimensions of the lattice elements we increase the toLal surface and thereby 

the fraction of the neutrons which are removed by absorption at resonance. 

In most practical cas€s a lattice element can be fairly ~ell represented 

by replacing it with an ellipsoid and we may then express the above-mentioned 

t'oint of view by saying, that the smallest of the three axes of that ellipsoid 

muat not. be made too short compared ith the range of thermal neutrons in the 

la-ctice element. This range nu" is proportionate to the density of the U in the 

lattice element and increases with the tempereture somewhat faster than the 

fourth root of the temperature. For room temperature and uranium metal o1· 

density 18 the range is about 142 em. 
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I 
I RODUC IO 

coo in this inv nt on, chain r ction oan b 

1 t in d in ay em w ich contains an ele ent th t is 

p ble of undo oing fissi und r the action of slo 

neutrons . ch c in r actin yet m y b us d for 

t production of r diations or various ki da . Intense 

eutron r dia o a are nerated and fraction of the 

neutron gene te leave th chain reacting core of th 

ate • R dioactiv l nts are gener ted if element 

or their c pounds ar exposed to the neutrons ner t d 

in the h in reaction . Of t ese, r dio cti ve l • enta 

produo d fro uranium or thori by neutron capture and 

th ir d ughter r ducts re of particular interest . 

tural 1r i containin about one part in 140 of u235 

can be us in combination of a li t element for build-

g up a chain r act ng s t • Radio ctive ele ents 

re th n form d y the process of fi sion both fro u235 

and lso u238 , the l tt r b in induced to fission by 

means f f s neutrons g ner ted in the fission of u235 . 

R dioactive tr nsuranic 1 m nts re al o formed by neu• 

tron c ptur rr u238 cont ined in the n tur 1 uranium. 

Energ 1 g ner ted in the fo~ of heat in the fission 

proce s and lao by the b orption ot neutron and other 

radi tion • By mean of a cooling agent, the heat pro-

duoed 1 led a fror.1 t e chain reactin ay t m and m y 

be ut111z d for pow r produc ion . 

or the r dioaotive l me t which v be gen rated, 

of part oular interest are the lement 94239 which is gen

erated fro uranium that is exposed to neutrons prefer bly 

slow neutrons; and u233 hich ia gener ted from thor! • 

These two ele nt re of interest because it is belie ed that 

th y ar capable of und rgoin f ssion under th ction ot slo 



neutrons d t y ar , ther fore, c pable of m int inin 

a ch in r ction f available in uffici nt quanti ies . 

Of nt rest l o, 1 polonium h1ch is gener ted by neu

tron fro bis uth which may be cont ined in the cooling 

agent that circul te through the ch in r actin ystem. 

In ord r to b ble to separ te the radioactive 1 -

m n t fro uran:l. hich h b en xposed to neutrons for 

certain tim in th interior of the chain reacting sys

te , one has to di solve thia uranium. In order to be 
I able to do so, one can proc d in one of t o ay : 

a . One may re ove the ur ium from the ch in r act-

ing po er unit under s ch precautions s re indicated in 

view of the strong radioactivity of the ur ium, and then 

dla ol ve it outside the chain reacting po er unit . 

b . One may pump olvent through the power unit 

and remove the uranium in solution from the chain reac-

tion po r unit . If the uranium is present s metal, it 

my b dis olv d either in nitric acid or !r a liquid bis

muth alloy, and the l tter process ould have the dvan-

tag that no gase re formed within the power unit dur-

ing the process or solution . 

Before removing the uranium from the pow r unit , it 

mayb dvisable to allow the cooling agent to oiroulat 

through the power unit for a considerable tim after th 

chain reaction has been stopped in order to have the ur -

nium le s radioactive at th time of ita r moval . 
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II 

Ace rding to this invention nuclear chain reaction 

c be intain d in system which contains 1 ttic of 

ggreg tes of a substance that cont ins an element hich 

i c pable of under oing fission und r the action of slo 

neutron and hich latt ce is embedd d 1n a m s contain

ing suitable slowing gent hich slows down the f t 

neutron emitted during the process of fi sion of th 

said heavy element . 

atur 1 urani~~ is one example of a heavy element 

t at undergoes fission by neutrons which have been slowed 

down to therm 1 nergies . Fission induced by slow neu

trons in natural uranium is attributed to the rare isotop 

u235 contained in natural uranium. Fast neutrons such aa 

ar emitted in the fission of u235 cause, howev r, fission 

also in the abundant isotope u238 hich is contained in 

natural uranium. According to this invention a nuclear 

chain reaction can be maintained in a lattice of ggre

gates of substance which contains uranium and which i em

bedded in a mass of a slowing gent which fulfills certain 

requirements which will be defined further below . Slow-

ing agents which fUlfill these r quir menta will be called, 

for the purpose of these specifications, "efficient" slow

ing ag nts ., Carbon in it pure form of low ash uraphite 

belongs to thia cla s of slo 1ng g nts and so does deut r -

1um in the form of de terium oxide, also called heavy w ter . 

Introduction to Graphite Lattice . 

or the purposes of this invention, graphit lth a 

low ash content, le a th 0 . 1% sh and preferably les 



than 6~ sh should be u ad . It is not only important 

to ke p the ash content low, it is al o important to 

k ep the boro content of the sh low . If a low boron 

petrol um co ia used form king the graphite and it 

such petroleum coke is also used as the resistor material 

in the raphitizing process d if the ch rge in the gra

phitizing ~urnao ia so locat d as to reach a very high 

temper ture, on can produce a qu lity of graphite which 

is s tisfactory. 

'l'he uranium compound or uranitun metal hich is u ed 

should also be of high purity. It m y be obtained from 

carnotites or pitchblende hich is comparatively high 

in r re artha . This additional process of purification 

m~at be so de 1 ·ned a to remov the r re rths from the 

uranium compound . '1'hi may be done by one of sev ral 

method • for inst nee; by recryst llization of uranyl 

nitrate or by xtr cting uranyl nitr te wit. ether or by 

precipitating the rare earths as fluorides, etc •• 

Th uranium c be us d in tho form of u3oa, in th 

form r the dioxid ' in th form or one of its sever 1 " 

c rbi es d in the form of metal . Other uranium compounds 

might p rhaps be also suitable . Uranium metal can be pro

due d from uranium chlorid by eduction wi h calcium and 

pur product can be obtained by this method it distilled 

c loium is used . In similar manner, pur urani c n be 

produced by u ing pure ur niwn tetrafluoride with chemi• 

oally pur agnesium. In this l tter proce a, the purest 

commerci 1 brands of magnesium are 8 tisf otory . 

L t us no consider an infinitely extended lattice of 

urani - cont ining ggreg tee embedded in gr phite . On 



the v r of the n utron m tte in fissi n proo 
8 ' 

fr ction in bsorb d !thin th yst a slo u-

tron (therm 1 o l) by urani • d on th 

v r g "l. f st n tron • tt d for v oh 0 

neut on bsorb d yu i • h tem 1 11 

ch in e ctlng if the product "rt s larg r th 1 . 

In ord r t~ .av an ctu lly chain re ctlng mas, 

w must bu ld a s ffici ntly xtend d yst m. If the 

y t 1 ot surrounded lth uoh m teri l lch r-

f1c1ently reflects neutrons, the n utrons c cape from 

th surfac of the c atn r actin m ss, nd in th t CLS , 

th critical radi a,£ for which spherically h ped mass 

be com lve~ by the formu 

~ Y-;;, :;-
In this 2 ormul , ~ , is rel ted to the av rage quar 

of th dlst c to which a fast neutron emitt d in 

fission proee s diffuses within the system until it gets 

lo d down d is absorb d and h s ror gr phit of 1 . 7 

gm/cm3 of density a valu of about (50 cm) 2 so that 

hav 

For a system the compo ition of which will be des 

cribed bel , and which contain a lattice of g rsgatea 

of uranium embedd d in graphite of a d nsity of bout 

1 . 6 gm/cm3, a phere convainin bout 500 ton o pur 

graphite 1 ufficiently larg tom inta.n ch in reac-

tion. If in pl ce of spheric l hape, a •ylindrical 

sh .p 1 u d, d if th di oter of the cylind r is 

bout equal to its height, th critical a s is about 

- 3 -



10~ high r . 

or any given shape the critical aa ia d fined as 

th m 88 t which under th giv n condition, the inte sity 

of th chain re ction ju t r ina t tionary. If the 

critic l m as 1 exo d d, th intensity of the ch in re-

ction ( hieh anife ta ita lf in th in e. 1 i;y of th 

eutron and g radiations emitted fro the ch in re-

actin pile), 1 cr es on nti lly with time . If the 

mass ia lower than the critic 1 a s, but clos to it , 

d if e v a source of neutron~ (inlti l neutro 

radi tion) within th ma , the number of n utrons pro

duced in the chain e ction can be made l rger than the 

numb r of the neutron of the initial radi tion oy 

factor wluch incr ases more and more steeply a tho mass 

ppro ches to th critic 1 mass . In order to intain 

chain re ction, it is not necess ry, however, tom ke 

u e of an rtificial ource of n ttrons. sine in1t1 1 

neutron ra ys present; they ar ror instance 

1 tted in th spontaneous fission of m .. an1 un cont 1n d 

in the oh 1n r cting m as nd pre e t in t e eo 1 r ya . 

.he critic 1 mass can be v ·.ried y in trod c1n a 

low neutron absorber, such s c dmi ,steel, a cob 1, 

iron, or cobalt nick 1 alloy, into the interior of th 

mass, or by withdrawing tho bsorbers th refrom, by hich 

e ns the critical mas~ increased or deer d, r s-

pectively. This can be u ed for controlling vhe ch in 

reacting, for in tance, by moving the slow neutron b orber 

".n and out in such m .nner a to h ve the y t m p rt of 

he time bela , and p rt of th time bove , th critic 1 

c nd1t1on . 

In o der to d t rmio mpiric lly the critic 1 sa 

ch low neutron absorbers may be built into th system 

-4-



while the ystem 1 being assembl d, and after sufficiently 

large m ss i assembled, thes absorbers m y be on after 

th other withdr wn . 1ile these absorbers are being ith-

dr , the r di tion n 1;lng from m as may e observed, 

d 1e po ti n of th bsorbers m y be d t rmine at 

ch th 1eu ron int ns b n to ri e xpon nti y 

th ti 
' 

hlo ai fi s at the critioa_ con tion h s 

be r ched . 

Ot the neutrons mit ted in fission, a fraction '1 Y''l( 

w ch 1 clo to 1 is emit d ins antaneousl and only 

s 11 r ction 1-'r)~ e itted with time el y 

of fe secon s . Tho h t is del yed n utron s ion 

is small, it ha an important effect on the rate at which 

t neutron intensity r~s expon ntially ith time if the 

s of th chain reacr;in unit exce ds the erit e.l mass, 

onl slig tly . In ord r to di cus tlus e may introduce 

the concep of th "critic mass for in tantan ou neutron 
/ 

hich corr sponds to the v lue o1 ) hile the e is ion 

critical a fo the tota neutron emis ion corresponds 

tc } • h critical mas for in te.ntan oua neutron emission 

is lar r tl the critical mass . e can voi a rap~d 

xponent 1 rise of th ch in re ction int nsi ty by eep1ng 

oon ition so th t while e may exceed the ori tical mass, 

the sy te should remain in he int rv b t e n t 1e critical 

tn th orl io 1 ma~s for instantan ou utron emission . 

r r bl in ord r fu1 y to profit from the f ct of the 

el y d eutron ru. slon, th syst ahoul n 1th1n 

the interval b t en the t o critic l m s es close to the 

c itical m s for the total neutron emission . 

ccor ing to the present invention, a ch ln r ction 

b maint n d in a syst ich contains in 

rap 1te, a lattice, th !attic element being rgre~ tes 

-5-



of a substance which cont ina uranium, in plac of graphite 

s e other efficient slo ing gent can be used, for instance, 

vy ater . 

h a r t hich forms tL 1 ttic 1 nt; c n b 

a s bod ur i or o b om t ing lik 

of p r t bod! 
' 

ch of ch 

con 1 r 1 i 1 tter c se 1 illu tl t d by 

example sho l in •i • 1 . Th_ e s e th lat ic 

elem n n th form f ph ric lly shaped a r g te of 

ur ium m t 1 rods (pencil } of dif_erent length • 

h i pl t ple for potentially ch in re ction 

ystem is prob bly one in hich th gr oate that forl 

the 1 ttic element is ingl body h ving th shap or 

a sph re and bel composed of ur ium met 1 . Such uranium 

m tal spheres may th b b dded in raphit in such a 

~~eras to for.m on of the thre existi1g clo e-packed 

lattices . Such a yst m is ot ntinlly ch in r cting pro-

vided th r ius o:f th uranium met 1 aph re is bet een a 

lo r d upper lim! t w ch is determined by •ts d nsity, 

d t r tio of the ight of carbon to ur 1ium 1 thin 

th lattic · 1 kept bet n certain lo er CL"ld upper lim! ts 

w ich r d ter.mined by th radiu of' the uranium s her 

which form th lattice element . 

It is not n cessary to use uranium in the form of uranium 

metal, but u3o8 or uranium dioxide or uranium c rbid can be 

used in plac of uranium et 1 . Some other uranium ,ompounds 

might perhap also be oper tive . 

The aggre te compo ed of uran um or uranium compounds 

need not h ve the shape of a sphere but can h v the shape 

of a hort cylinder of about equal diameter and height. or 

can ave the shape of a short square rod of about equal 

side (a body close to a cube) . All these and simil r 



shap hich shall be desi nat d spl: eroid re op rative . 

but some other shape which devi t considerably from the 

h ric l hap r lso o r tiv under ot r 1 vor ble 

co 0 .. 
t ic h c th r te ei r co 1 t of 

on r ium-c ini 0 0 c po ed of v r 1 ur .um-

t 1 0 • d in h_c th re h t 

"" h p on cyl ndric r r al 0 0 r tiv • ll.C 

1 ro c 1 to 1 ttic hich, 

or anc ' 
y av t 1 on 1 or 't tr 0 YJI try, 

ut s ot r 1 t ic v ... BU h try 

1 P r t o . 

A r ip !.1 b iven further b lo for op r• ti e 

lo -p ck l tic& of ur et 1 gph ro fro. ,j.J, c 

r c..~.p op r tiv c . 'bin tio • for i; .. r i of th 

re t ;:> cin of uch p 61" s in t 1 ttic can 

b detormi d o 

In t e follo ing, examples lll be glv n for the 

f llo •i yat m : 

1 . L ttioe in hich t o lattic elem nt ar 

cylin rically h ped r 1 rod hich m y be rran d 

in tri o 1 d etra on 1 lattice and which re cooled 

by a cooling g nt flo in along the surface of the rod . 

Arrangements of this typ fall into three classe : 

A. class in w oh th cooling gent flo 

in ld 

i 

r 1 

a. 
tube {in ide cooling) . 

class in hioh the coolin 

long the surf ce of a uranium rod in a 

g nt is .flo -

p bet een 

the t.r i um 1•od thi tube · hich epar .... s th cool-

ing ent from the slo 1~ agent . 



a on 

uren ... r 

h c 

h cl 

co:at c 

belon 

s p d 

oin' r 

• 

ur ni 

close -p 

tti • 

c. ~.-u=ent in hich the cooling gent flow• 

u f c m rod in 

cts 

p tw en tho 

r 

vi 

r 

r t 

lC i 

1 0 t 0 

b 1 ng 

t ou he 

h 1 ttice 

slo in 

n ... d by 

' 
lph .. d 

nt in hich h 

• 

g t . 

X pl I 

0 

ooling 

structur ln Jo tin ou 

ent; her s, to bet 

in hi h v rio ec tion of tl~ ro -

l t r co ect d in p r 11 1 the 

t flo of th cooling ent . 

5 I. f .hi h u 

c lind r o 

el entL are ph re of 

n1um r ur nium co ounds 

ight an 1 t r. Tl p' oid-

bo y b a~r d in ny o f th 

l ttice , or y b rr ged in cubic 

Gr p f ~AG or ore 1 ttice lements ar 

corm ct d in ar llel fro t e po ·· .t of vi . fi1 of th flow 

f cool nt . 
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I 
INTRODUCTION 

According to this invention, a chain reaction can be 

maintained in a system which contains an element that is 

capable of undergoing fission under the action of slow 

neutrons. Such a chain reacting system may be used for 

the production of radiations of various kinds. Intense 

neutron radiations are generated and a fraction of the 

neutrons generated leaves the chain reacting core of the 

system. Radioactive elements are generated if elements 

or their compounds are exposed to the neutrons generated 

in the chain reaction. Of these, radioactive elements 

produced from uranium or thorium by neutron capture and 

their d aughter products are of particular interest. 

Natural uranium containing about one part in 140 of u 235 

can be used in combination of a light element for build

ing up a chain reacting system. Radioactive elements 

are then formed by the process of fission both from u235 

and also u238, the latter being induced to fission by 

means of fast neutrons generated in the fission of u235. 

Radioactive transuranic elements are also formed by neu

tron capture from u238 contained in the natural uranium. 

Energy is generated in the form of heat in the fission 

process and also by the absorption of neutrons ru1d other 

radiations. By means of a cooling agent, the heat pro

duced is led away from the chain reacting system and may 

be utilized for power production. 

Of the radioactive el ements which may be generated, 

of particular interest are the element 94239 which is gen

erated from uranium that i s exposed to neutrons , preferably 

slow neutrons; and u233 which is generated from tho~ium. 

These two elements are of interest because it is believed that 

they are capable of undergoing fission under the action ofl slow 



neutrons and they are, therefore, capable of maintaining 

a chain reaction if available in sufficient quantities. 

Of interest also, is polonium which is generated by neu

trons from bismuth which may be contained in the cooling 

agent that circulates through the chain reacting system. 

In order to be able to separate the radioactive ele

ments from uranium which has been exposed to neutrons for 

a certain time in the interior of the chain reacting sys

tem, one has to dissolve this uranium. In order to be 

able to do so, one can proceed in one of two ways: 

a. One may remove the uranium from the chain react

ing power unit under such precautions as are indicated in 

view of the strong radioactivity of the uranium, and then 

dissolve it outside the chain reacting power unit. 

b. One may pump a solvent through the power unit 

and remove the uranium in solution from the chain reac

tion power unit. If the uranium is present as metal, it 

may be dissolved either in nitric acid or in a liquid bis

muth alloy, and the latter process would have the advan

tage that no gases are formed within the power unit dur

ing the process of solution. 

Before removing the uranium from the power unit, it 

may be advisable to allow the cooling agent to circulate 

through the power unit for a considerable time after the 

chain reaction has been stopped in order to have the ura

nium less radioactive at the time of its removal. 
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REPLACW1ENT May 26, 1943 

INTRODUCTION 

According to this invention, a chain reaction can be maintained 

in a system which contains an element that is capable of undergoing fission 

under the e.ction of slow neutrons. Such a chain reacting system may be used 

for the production of radiations of various kinds. Intense neutron radiations 

are generated and a fraction of the neutrons generated leaves the chain reacting 

core of the system. Radioactive elements are generated if elements or thier 

compounds are exposed to the neutrons generated in the chain reaction. Of these~ 

radioactive elements ~ produced from uranium or thorium by neutron capture and 

their daughter products are of particular interest. Natural uranium containing 

about one part in 140 of u235 can be used in combination ·of a light element for 

building up a chain reacting system. Radioactive elements are then formed by 

the process of fission both from u235 and also u238, the latter being induced to 

fission by means of fast neutrons generated in the fission of u235. Radioactive 

transuranic elements are also formed by neutron capture from u238 contained in 

the natural u.."lraium. Energy is generated in the form of heat in the fission 

process and also by the absorption of neutrons and other radiations. By means 

of a cooling agent, the heat produced is led away from the chain reacting system 

and may be utilized for power production. 

Of the radioactive elements, which may be generated, of particular in .. 

terest are the element 94239 which is generated from uranium that is exposed to 

neutrons preferably slow neutrons; and u233 whbh is generated from thorium~ 

These two elements are of interest because it is believed that they are capable 

of «XKmiNmj undergoing fission under the action of slow neutrons and they are, 

therefore, capably of maintaining a chain reaction if available in sufficient 

quantities. Of interest also, is polonium which is generated by neutrons from 

bismuth which may be contained in the cooling agent th~t circula~ed through the 

chain reacting systemG 



In order to be able to separate the radioactive elements from 

uranium which has been exposed to neutrons for a certain time in the interior 

of the chain reacting system, one has to dissolve this uranium. In order to 

be able to do so, one can proceed in one of two ways: 

a. One may remove the uranium from the chain reacting power unit under 

such precautions as are indicated in view of the strong radioactivity of the 

uranium, and then dissolve it outside the chain reacting power unit. 

b. One may pump a solvent though the power unit and remove the uranium 

in solution from the chain reaction power unit. If the uranium is present as 

metal, it may be dissolved either in nitric aicd or in a liquid bismuth alloy, 

and the latt~ porcess would have the advantage that no gases are formed 

within the power unit during the process of solution. 

Before removing the uranium from the power unit, it may be advisable 

to allow the cooling agent to circulate through the power unit for a consid-

erable time after the chain reaction has been stopped in order to have the 

uranium less radioactive at the time of its removal. 
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